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Defensive Footprint 

 
The key to good defense is a low defensive footprint which means that one suit is 
opened up and no more. Every time a defender leads a suit for the first time, 
declarer may be saved a trick. 
 
      Jxx 
      Qxx 
 
If declarer has to play the above suit, he likely has no winners if the missing 
honours are split. After all, the fundamental premise behind the Law of Restricted 
Choice is that missing touching honours are split. However, he is guaranteed a trick 
if the defenders lead the suit. 
 
Sometimes, even leading from a ten can help declarer out. 
 
    J53 
     1042  K87  
    AQ96 
 
Or leading from a King. 
    AQ8 
     K432  1075  
    J96 
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The Elvis Coup 
If a player cashes or underleads an Ace and his RHO has the King, this is the Elvis 
coup because the King Lives! 
 
Why is it that learning players will underlead an Ace on the opening lead but never 
in the middle of the play when they know declarer and dummy have two or more 
cards in the suit? This is backwards. 
 
Therefore we like natural leads of touching honours, but the defense is helped out 
by: 

 Overcalls 
 Descriptive bids such as pre-empts 
 Lead-directive doubles 
 Lightner Doubles 

 
Exit Cards 
An exit card is a card that is led when a winner has been won that does not give 
declarer an undeserved trick. Making declarer ruff in the long-trump hand when 
the suit is still in dummy is a great exit. Giving the declarer a sluff and a ruff is 
usually a lousy exit unless declarer has no losers except in the trump suit. 
 
Elimination and End Play 
Declarer removes a defender’s exit cards and throws him in so that he must lead a 
suit to declarer’s benefit. 
 
Heisenberg was Uncertain, but the Defenders are Not 
 
It is like a Physics experiment. The defenders should know what declarer has in his 
hand by what he is doing. 
 

 Does he draw trump? 
 Does he set up a pitch? 
 Does he set up a second suit? 
 Does he hide his strength so the weak suit is not obvious? 
 What does the dummy indicate? 
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Short-Hand Ruffs 
 
      65432 
     AKQJ10 987 
          --- 
 
The mark of a good player is that he or she knows that Short-Hand Ruffs gain a 
trick while Long-Hand Ruffs do not. Not only that, a contract will get down if 
declarer ruffs in the long-trump hand and there is a bad split. 
 
In fact, a defender with four or more trump wants the declarer to ruff in the long 
trump hand. This is called tapping the declarer or a forcing defense. If the 
declarer has five trump and is forced to ruff with that holding twice, a defender 
with four small trump gets a trick. 
 
1.   Against a 4 contract, what do you lead? 

A543    6     KQJ109   987 
 
 
2.     AK10  K732   K643   76 
 

65432   Q109   7   AKQJ   ---   J84   J1098   1095432 
 

QJ987   A65   AQ52   8 
 
3.    Declarer will ruff in the long-trump hand only in the following situations: 

 He has a ton of trump. 
 Contract goes down if he does not. 
 Cross-Ruff 
 Dummy Reversal 
 Trump Coup 
 Trump End Play 
 Trump Squeeze 


